DW’s full line of collector’s series™ snare drums
DW’s Collector’s Series specialty drums provide drummers with a wide spectrum of sounds and tonal colors to complement any style
of music. From the warmth of Maple to the bright, loud crack of Bronze and everywhere in-between, DW snare drums are an essential
requirement in the studio or on stage. Most importantly, DW snare drums are customizable. Go with a 10-ply all-Maple shell with 6-ply
reinforcement hoop for an all-around versatile drum, or choose a thinner 6-ply shell for a lower fundamental. Then, get creative with
any Collector’s Series® finish option and select any of four available drum hardware colors. From Birch to Bamboo, players can have the
right drum for the job, every time.
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Acoustic Equalizer Snare Drum >
It’s The workhorse snare that’s a must-have
for every working drummer. So, what is the Acoustic Equalizer snare
drum? The Acoustic Equalizer snare drum is a 6x14” Collector’s Series
10-ply all-Maple snare drum with a 6-ply reinforcement hoop. The
drum can be ordered in any Collector’s Series® and Satin Oil finish
and drum hardware color combination (EQ handles in aluminum
finish only). It features heavy-gauge flanged counterhoops, True-Tone® snare wires and the
smooth-operating Delta ball-bearing throw-off.
What really makes this snare drum special is that it has the Acoustic Equalizer technology
built right in. It’s an advanced, yet extremely easy to operate, venting system that enables
drummers to variably control the amount of air leaving the drum via a series of precision-cut
gates that are integrated into the shell. The result is a drastic change in tone that is amplified when close-miked. Best of all, both rows of
narrow vents may be independently adjusted to achieve the desired sound and feel. Open it up for a dry crack or close it off completely for a
thick bottom end. It’s a revolutionary concept that already has some of the world’s top pros talking. (US Patent #6,927,330)

Countless refinements and
design innovations From the Delta ball-bearing

Heavy-duty diecast counterhoops are available in 13”
8-lug and 14” 10-lug sizes. Chrome and Gold only.

throw-off (U.S. Patent #6,573,442B1) to True-Tone®
stainless steel snare wires to DW heads by Remo USA,
a Collector’s Series® Snare is built for sound and built
to last. Add to that solid shells, multiple plied shell
configurations, metal shell choices, available vintagestyle tube lugs and die-cast hoops, and you have the
most complete line of custom snares available today.
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